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Abstract With the rapid development of smart mobile
devices, phone games become an important way of entertain-
ments. Benefitting from sophisticated payment environments
of mobile platforms, e.g., Apple APP store, the In-APP pur-
chases which sell equipments or virtual props bring in the
main profits for game carriers and developers. Although vir-
tual props from a certain type of smart phone game are
monopolized by only one seller, like other commodities,
products’ recommendation is able to improve the profit mar-
gins as well. One main difference between virtual props
recommendation and the general good recommendations lies
in that the virtual props are closely related to the game
contexts, and this will lead to complicated dependencies.
Therefore, general recommendation systemswithout consid-
eration on game contexts cannot perform very well. Besides,
multiple types of props in one game may depend on different
game characters of players, thus single player trends to buy
only appropriate props for improving the skills of his game
characters. Moreover, the purchase intensions of players are
influenced by multiple factors, and will change over time.
Therefore, it is desired recommendation approach to be capa-
ble of handling the role dependencies and concept variations.
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In this paper, we treat the game contexts as events from game
log records, and model the game props recommendation into
a multi-instance multi-label learning task for utilizing the
complicated dependencies and capturing the rankof purchase
intentions. We proposed three variants of solutions against
the concept variation problem as well. Finally, we conduct
comprehensive empirical investigations on real-world data
sets and a series of real online smart phone games. The posi-
tive experiment results and increasing profit margins validate
the remarkable effectiveness of our solutions.
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Introduction

With the rapid development of smart phones and mobile
Internet, phone games become a huge entertainment market.
The commercial objective of game carrier and developers
(including individual developers and game companies) is
to obtain profits and royalties from this emerging market.
There are four major types of marketing and charging for
phone games: the traditional purchase of software package
still occupies a certain market, e.g., Infinity Blade; Purchase
of game point cards is a new payment method which is often
taken by Asian players, and the points consume according
to the time of use; Payment by embedded advertisements
is popular in phone games, but sometimes becomes annoy-
ing. For this kind of payoff, Cost Per Click/Mille/Action and
Click Through Rate are the most important indicators on
which researchers focus; In-APP purchase of game props,
e.g., Fruit Ninjia, becomes attractive with the maturity of
mobile payment platforms (e.g., Alipay and Paypal). In this
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paper, we focus on investigating the last type of trade mode
and aim at increasing the conversion rate of props purchase
in phone games.

In a phone game with In-APP purchase, players can enjoy
the game for free and make efforts for upgrading the game
levels or passing the barriers in games. Yet, they can also
buy props to improve the abilities of game roles or accel-
erate the process of game for a better experience. Props in
a certain game can be only bought and applied to the same
APP; therefore, game props trade is a kind of monopoly sales
to some extent. Nevertheless, game carriers and developers
also can offer some recommendations on the game props,
usually some bundles of equipments, for squeezing on the
average profits to achieve higher volumes. Thus, recommen-
dation can be applied in phone game props sales similar to
common goods transactions.

Recommendation systems can be mainly categorized as
collaborative filtering (CF) [7,10,14,18] and content-based
recommendation (CBR) [4,9,15]. There has beenmuchwork
done both in industry and academia on developing new
approaches to recommendation systems over the last decade.
CF methods build models relied only on past user behav-
iors, i.e., CF methods focus only on the user-item activities
which can be users’ previous transactions or product ratings.
There are two primary types of CF approaches: the neighbor-
hood approach [3,24] and latent factor models [10,13,21].
Recently, researchers also find that CF can be implemented
with low-rank matrix completion techniques [1,16]. CBR
tries to sequentially find similar items in terms of content.
It assumes that similar users should be interested in similar
types of items and user/item similarities can be measured
by preferences, profiles, locations, and social relationships
etc. [12,25]. However, there are some prominent problems in
directly applying the state-of-the-art recommendation meth-
ods to game props recommendation. We first analyze these
problems in this paper and categorized the problems into four
aspects.

First, Complicated Dependency on Context (CDC) Game
props are not only dependent on the purchase activities of
players but also heavily relevant to the elaborated game con-
texts, e.g., the prop “yellow scarves armor” can be obtained
by all players from “traitors” team on location “D”, and only
can be equipped as amajor prop for the character “Jiao” in the
game of “Three Kingdoms”. That is, props can be dependent
on lots of features, and even worse, player intentions for buy-
ing certain props may depend on the game events which are
not directly related to the purchase activities. These kinds of
complicated contexts can be neither well captured by CF nor
easily measured in CBR with ordinary similarity functions.

Second, Long-Distance Intervention (LDI) Player pur-
chasing game props can be affected by events occurred long
ago. For example, prop k is compounded by prop i and j with
50 points of “spar”, and only can be possessed by character

of “priest”, i.e., there is an equipment upgrade tree for prop
k. Any disturbances on even leaf nodes of the upgrade tree
will affect the composition of prop k. Therefore, players have
to make efforts to guarantee the possessions of prop i and j
all the time, after they obtain both props. Otherwise, they
need to buy prop k directly to avoid repetitive game tasks.
Obviously, the problem induced by long-distance interven-
tion makes props related to each other, and existing methods
may be inappropriate for this recommendation task.

Third, Props priority-Role Dependency (P-RD) There are
lots of props in a certain game, while different types of
characters, e.g., “warrior”, “wizard”, and “tactician”, have
different requirements for props. It is common that players
focus on limited game characters, and then only the props
required by these characters could be purchased with high
probability. In this case, the recommendation methods for
the task need to give a rank to finger out the sequence of
items according to the preferences of player roles.

At last, Concept Variation (CV ) The players may insist
to obtain new props by playing games instead of purchasing.
Besides, the budget of each player is obviously limited. These
factors make the actual purchase volume far below the pur-
chase intensions, especially when the game difficulty levels
and players familiarities are relatively low. However, with
the player level promotion and game difficulties increase,
volume of actual purchase will increase. This is different
from the missing entries phenomenon in other multi-label
learning system [26]. Missing entries are caused by unco-
operative actions of annotators, which are with randomness,
while the concept variation is related to the changing of class
priors.

The first two issues are mainly about how to take advan-
tages of the given information (inputs) in the phone game
props recommendation, while the last two issues are towards
the desired properties of outputs. General recommendation
methods consider player profiles or preferences as feature
vectors to capture user purchase intentions. Nevertheless,
user profiles and preferences cannot represent the Compli-
cated Dependencies and Long-Distance Interventions in the
game props recommendation tasks. To model those compli-
cated dependencies, and interventions between the inputs and
multiple outputs, we represent the entire log data of a player
as a multi-instance example and cast the recommendation
task into a multi-instance multi-label learning (MIML) prob-
lem. In ourMIML formulation, the complicated relationships
between all kinds of events are implicitly considered and
will be captured by the MIML learner. By minimizing the
ranking error of multi-labels within an example (bag) in
our MIML solution, the props priority-Role dependency can
be easily formalized. Moreover, we will show that the con-
cept variation issue can be solved with three variants of our
solution. One minor modification of the three variants is
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directly applied to a commercial corporation, and ultimately
improves the profitability of that company.

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. “Game props rec-
ommendation” is directed against the four issues discussed in
this section, and introduces our game props recommendation
solutions under the multi-instance multi-label framework.
In Sect. “Experiments and assessments on real games”, we
compare our solutions with other recommendation methods
andMIMLmethods, and perform online assessments on real
games platform. Both experiment results and profit margins
are reported. Section “Conclusion” concludes this paper.

Game props recommendation

Aiming at the first two issues posted above, this section first
gives our multi-instance multi-label representation for the
game prop recommendation task in detail, and then formu-
lates the game prop recommendation into a MIML learning
problem together with figuring out the basic solution, which
minimizes the ranking error according to props priority-role
dependencies. After that we analyze the problem of concept
variations and modify the basic solution into three variants.

Multi-instance multi-label representation

The problem brought forward by complicated dependency
on context and long-distance intervention ismainly related to
the representation of game props recommendation task. The
complicated dependencies between the props and contexts
make players buying specific prop related to lots of factors,
e.g., the properties of the concerned prop, the events that
players encountered in game threads.

We give a typical example here: Fig. 1 gives a screen shot
of a game in the background of “Three Kingdoms in ancient

Fig. 1 Screen shot illustration of a game similar to “Three Kingdoms”
showing a hidden event

China”. In Fig. 1, the player wasmanaging the army of “Wei”
with the third person perspective, and was attacked by the
ballista or stone thrower. From the logs, it can be obtained
that this event was turned up with ID: 187759 and was at
the coordinate which is near the right-bottom of the battle
zone. From the logs, we can also find after this skirmishes,
the same player encountered ballista several times when he
was trying to occupy castles. The destructive power of the
prop ballista and similar props like crossbow impressed this
player very much. He, therefore, may consider comprehen-
sively on the properties of the props ballista or crossbow, e.g.,
offensiveness, portability for a single soldier, etc., and as a
consequence, the probability of purchasing these props may
be increased greatly.

It is notable that thementioned event is not directly related
to the purchase activity, and is, therefore, denoted as a hidden
event. However, a series of hidden events, indeed, influence
the users purchase intentions. As a matter of fact, this men-
tioned player brought crossbows (a ballista style weapon for
individual soldier) 2 days later according to the events log
records.

Besides, the long-distance intervention bridges the indi-
rect relationships between the acquisition behaviors and
hidden events which were occurred long before, while these
complicated dependencies cannot bewellmodeled by simply
representing in feature vectors.

In this paper, we claim that the purchase activities can
be triggered by a set of hidden events and the player infor-
mation should be organized into multi-instance bags. In
multi-instance representation,we treat each event record, like
“ID: 187759, Player ID: 16749, Time 11:20 p.m., Date 12-
04-2014, Location coordinate (12, 14), Type attack, etc”, as
an instance, and all instances from one player are in one bag.
For facilitating the description, an illustration is shown in
Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2, each player is represented as a
bag which contains large number of instances. Each instance
in a bag describes an event, either hidden event or user pur-
chase activity. The events are with feature ID, Player ID,
Timestamp, etc. An example of the complicated dependency
and long-distance intervention is also shown in Fig. 2, which
is marked with red right-arrows. The example indicates that
the purchase activity of prop p is related to two hidden events
i and j which occur with different timestamp. It is obvious
that we can treat the props which were (or would be poten-
tially) bought as the labels. One player could buy more than
one prop to improve the game characters abilities; therefore,
one bag can map to multiple labels, i.e., Fig. 2 essentially
offers a multi-instance multi-label representation. Then, the
game props recommendation task can be cast into an MIML
prediction problem.

Under the assumption that some events in the game log
records trigger the purchase intention of a player, our task
is to predict the props that will be potentially bought by the
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Fig. 2 Multi-instance
multi-label representation for
game prop recommendation task

Event i ID Player Time Date Type ….

Event j ID Player Time Date Type ….

Event t ID Player Time Date Type ….

…
.

Player 
Bag

….

Prop p:

Crossbow of
Zhuge

Prop q:

Yellow Scarves
Armor

…
.

Prop z:

Ferghana
Hourse

Table 1 Notations

x A single instance describes an event, x ∈ R
D

xi j The j-th instance in the i-th bag, i ∈ {1, . . . , N }
Xi The i-th bag, the collection of xi j , j = 1, 2, . . . , ni
X The example space of x, i.e., x ∈ X

yi The label vector possessed by the i-th bag

yi j The j-th element of yi , yi j = 1 indicates Xi purchases

prop j In the data set, j ∈ {1, . . . , l}
Y The label matrix consisted of y1, y2, . . . , yN
Y The label space, i.e., yi ∈ Y

f A MIML learner, f : 2X → Y

f j The j-th element of f , f j (Xi ) is used to predict

whether j-th prop is desired by player Xi

player, given his game records. To simplify our discussion,
Table 1 lists the notations used in this paper.

We assume events triggering the purchase intensions,
while the event records itself are represented with features at
an abstract level. It is reasonable that some features act major
roles and should be with special attentions. We, therefore,
consider a derivative feature space, in which a single instance
is represented byW�

0 x and the example feature space comes
after W�

0 X, where W0 ∈ R
D×d . Suppose that there is only

one event record for a player i , i.e., Xi = {x}, then the pre-
diction function on whether this player has desire for the j-th
prop can be in the form of

f j ({x}) = w�
j W

�
0 x, (1)

where w j ∈ R
d is the linear coefficients for f j , and f j ∈

{0, 1} is the j-th elements of f . Since a bag is labeled positive
if and only if there is at least one positive instance in multi-
instance learning, the prediction of f j for a player with more
than one event record can be

f j (X) = max
x∈X f j ({x}). (2)

Equation 2 indicates that event with the strongest stimulus in
one bag will disclose the current players intension.

However, Eq. 1 is a linear predictor and then perhaps could
not be able to capture the complicated dependencies between
player intentions and event features, we follow [11] to rede-
fine the prediction of single instance on prop j as:

f j ({x}) = max
l=1,...,K

w�
j,l j W

�
0 x,

wherew j,l j corresponds to the l j -th sub-concept of purchase
intention for prop j , l j = 1, 2, . . . , K , i.e., with overall con-
siderations around the events and event features, the intension
of buying prop j maybe related to one particular feature com-
bination of one event which is of paramount importance. The
operator max(·) introduces non-linearities for the prediction
function.

From the prediction functions listed above, we can find
multiple linear coefficients w j,l j , j = 1, 2, . . . , l, corre-
sponding to multi-labels. Therefore, by formulating game
prop recommendation inMIML learning framework, the rec-
ommendation system can list multiple props for a player
and the prediction values correspond to the degree of pur-
chase intentions. Nevertheless, it is obvious that excessive
and indiscriminate recommendations will degrade user expe-
rience and cause reductions of players. It is, therefore, crucial
for carefully selecting a good strategy for learning with mul-
tiple labels.

Ranking the multiple labels

According to the Props priority-role dependency (P-RD)
property, one player is only intent to buy the props desired
most by his characters in game. This implicitly indicates that
there are some types of ranking orders among these props
for a concerned player. Consequently, ranking orders among
multiple labels should be emphasized during the MIML
learning procedure. To tackle the issues of P-RD, we need to
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minimize the ranking error for our multi-instance multi-label
learner.

For a bagXi and one of its relevant labels, i.e., {yi j , yi j =
1}, we define a ranking risk function inspired by [20]

R(Xi , yi j ) =
∑

k:yik=0

I [ f j (Xi ) < fk(Xi )], (3)

where yik = 0 indicates prop k is a irrelevant label and is not
desired by player i . I [ f j (X) < fk(X)] = 1 iff the condition
f j (X) < fk(X) is true, otherwise 0. Equation 3 counts how
many undesired props are ranked before prop j desired by
the i-th game player. Following the argument of [20], the
ranking error of Xi on label yi j can be defined as:

errrank(Xi , yi j ) =
R(Xi ,yi j )∑

i=1

αi ,

where αi ∈ [0, 1] is with positive, non-increasing values:
α1 ≥ α2 ≥ · · · ≥ αl . For simplicity, we choose the mean
pairwise error penalty and, therefore, can set αi = 1

i . Then,
the ranking error can be spread into all irrelevant labels as:

�∗(Xi , yi j ) = Ek:yik=0[errrank(Xi , yi j )] (4)

=
∑

k:yik=0

I [ f j (Xi ) < fk(Xi )]
R(Xi , yi j )

errrank(Xi , yi j ).

Here, the ranking error is defined as the expectation of errrank,
which is attributed to the fact that the event of randomly
choosing a irrelevant label k from the irrelevant label set Ỹi
is assumed to be uniform distributed. The probability of this
event is 1

R(Xi ,yi j )
.

However, the ranking error defined with �∗ in Eq. 4 is
non-convex and discontinuous, and could be rather difficult
to optimize directly. According to [5], the hinge loss is an
optimal choice in all convex surrogate losses, we redefine
ranking error as:

�(Xi , yi j )=
∑

k:yik=0

|1 + fk(Xi ) − f j (Xi )|+
R(Xi , yi j )

errrank(Xi , yi j ),

where |z|+ = max(z, 0). Since �(·) is an upper bound
for �∗(·), we can minimize the surrogate loss function �(·)
instead of that in Eq. 4 on whole data set as

ranking err =
N∑

i=1

∑

j :yi j=1

�(Xi , yi j ). (5)

We can employ stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to min-
imize the ranking error defined in Eq. 5. We, therefore,

randomly sample a triplet (Xi , yi j , yik), where Xi is a ran-
dom multi-instance bag, yi j = 1 and yik = 0, i.e., the bag
Xi possesses prop j , and prop k is irrelevant. The triplet
(Xi , yi j , yik) introduces a loss:

L(Xi , yi j , yik) = errrank(Xi , yi j )|1 + fk(Xi ) − f j (Xi )|+,

while the R(Xi , yi j ) in errrank(Xi , yi j ) should be estimated
before the optimization process of SGD. Here, we can ran-
domly sample labels from the irrelevant label set of bag Xi

one by one, until a violated label k, which makes fk(Xi ) >

f j (X)−1 ( j is a relevant label), is found at the v-th sampling
step. Then, the approximated estimate of R(Xi , yi j ) equals
to �|Ȳi |/v�, where |Ȳi | is the number of irrelevant labels for
Xi . Then, the approximation of ranking loss is for triplet
(Xi , yi j , yik) can be defined as:

L(Xi , yi j , yik) = errrank(Xi , yi j )|1 + fk(Xi ) − f j (Xi )|+

≈
{
0, if k is not a violated label;
Si,v(1 + [wt

k,lk
]�Wt

0xk − [wt
j,l j

]�Wt
0x j ), otherwise,

where x j is a key instance which achieves the maximum
prediction value on the l j -th concept of label j , and similarly,
xk is a key instance which achieves the maximum prediction

value on the lk-th concept of label k and Si,v = ∑�|Ȳi |/v�
i=1

1
i .

Consequently, the update rules for W0, w j,l j and wk,lk is:

Wt+1
0 = Wt

0 − γt Si,v
(
wt
k,lkx

�
k − wt

j,l j x
�
j

)
, (6)

wt+1
j,l j

= wt
j,l j + γt Si,vW

t
0x j , (7)

wt+1
k,lk

= wt
k,lk − γt Si,vW

t
0xk, (8)

where γt is the step size in the t-th iteration. Following this
update rule, the MIML approach will minimize the ranking
errors on the recommendation task.

Concept variations

With the update rules listed in Eqs. 6, 7 and 8, it is expected
that we can learn a MIML predictor in the form of Eq. 2 to
forecast whether a player wishes to purchase a certain group
of props, and then the recommendation system can target
advertisements better to increase revenues. Although, in the
test phase, one can obtain the recommendation value (real-
value prediction from Eq. 2) of each prop for a player, and
then the rank of all labels, the problem of choosing howmany
recommendations for the player is left untouched.We suggest
introducing each bag a dummy label and training the MIML
model to rank the dummy label before all irrelevant labels
and after the relevant labels. The dummy label will some-
what change the training procedure: during triplet sampling
in SGD, if yi j is sampled, where j corresponds to the dummy
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label, then the irrelevant label set remains unchanged, other-
wise, the new irrelevant label set is consisted of the union of
original irrelevant labels and the dummy label. This implies
the rank of dummy label is between relevant labels and irrel-
evant labels. In this way, the recommendation system will be
able to pick up the props before the dummy label in the rank
sequence, and offer players recommendations. We consider
this MIML approach as the base solution.

Nevertheless, the problem induced by concept variation
increases the difficulties of accurate recommendation. We
make different assumptions on the concept variation problem
from three aspects, and then propose three different varia-
tional solutions in this subsection.

Prior weighting solution: We-MIML

The concept variation can be caused by the variation of class
priors. The prop purchase intentions of player frequently
change. This is closely related to the product life cycles
(PLC). PLC is a statistical phenomenon of players behav-
iors. In the introductory phase of PLC, when there are only a
few players, game carriers have to increase the investments
on advertising, since recommendation systems, which focus
on targeted ads., usually does notwork.When there are a con-
siderable amount of players, especially paying players, and
the average revenue per player (ARPP) can be maintained to
a certain degree, the game enters into the expansion phase. In
this phase, recommendation system should be taken into con-
sideration to reduce the cost of advertising.During this phase,
the class prior, which is related to the purchase intentions for
different props, frequently changes. Here, by attributing the
concept variation problem to the drift of class priors, we
first put forward a prior re-weighting solution here. Class
prior re-weighting is widely applied in the class imbalance
problem, while, in multi-label learning scenario, researchers
found that the class imbalance problem is even serious and
the class imbalance ratio may also change overtime [23].

In game prop recommendation task, as time goes by, play-
ers will realize that some props are essential for their game
characters, and become interested in buying these props. This
is the internal cause of class priors continuously changing
over time. Therefore, MIML prediction functions trained
months ago cannot predict purchase intentions at present
accurately. Weighted MIML (We-MIML) is a variant solu-
tion of the base MIML learner, which can solve the problem
of class priors variation. In We-MIML, we first calculate the
most recent “class priors” in a time window, and use the tem-
porary class priors to “weight” the base learner described in
the previous section. In particular, we denote the purchase
frequencies of each prop in a time windows (a short period
before) as v1, v2, . . . , vl , where v j < 1 and

∑l
j=1 v j = 1.

We consequently assume that the ground truth of class prior
distribution can be approximated by Dv = {v1, v2, . . . , vl}

and in the real online assessment in experiments, the prior is
configured according to the frequencies a month before.

It is obvious that the ranking error function on the whole
set of players should be re-written as

ranking err = 1

N

N∑

i=1

E j∼Dv;yi j=1[�(Xi , yi j )]. (9)

We can also employ the SGD to minimize the ranking errors
on the whole set of players. However, at each iteration of
SGD, we should sample the relevant labels y· j based on the
distribution Dv rather than sample them uniformly, since we
claim the following Lemma stands.

Lemma 1 ranking err =Ei, j∼Dv
[Ek[L(Xi , yi j , yik)]],

where yi j = 1, yik = 0, Ei, j∼Dv
(·) denotes the expecta-

tion where bags follows uniform distribution and the relevant
props j followsDv , Ek indicates the expectation of choosing
the irrelevant labels in the irrelevant label set Ȳi .

Proof This lemma directly follows these three facts that
the probability of randomly choosing i based on uniform
distribution; sampling the relevant props j following the dis-
tribution of Dv; and the probability of choosing irrelevant
props k is 1/R(xi , yi j ) by given i and j .

The Lemma 1 simplifies the SGD sampling procedure for
We-MIML. Owing to this lemma, when obtaining the triplet
(Xi , yi j , yik), we only need to change the sampling strategy
for the relevant label j to obey the distribution of Dv . In
practice, we duplicate those triplets containing the relevant
label j according to the class prior v j in We-MIML, to make
the relevant labels obeying the class prior distribution.

Sparse prediction solution: Sp-MIML

In We-MIML, we have assumed the class prior changes yet
can be approximated by the class frequencies in a time win-
dow. Here, in this part, we will first take a deep look at
the relationships between matrix completion-based recom-
mendation systems and the MIML-based solution, before
introducing a new invariant assumption in concept variations
for the game props recommendation task.

Recommendation approaches based onmatrix completion
assume similar users will have similar evaluation scores on
certain items, while similar items will attract similar cus-
tomer groups. This will lead to the user-item matrix with the
nature of sparsity; specifically, the user-item matrix will be
with low-rank. Our approach is different from general matrix
completion-based recommendation approaches on twomajor
aspects. First, although the player-prop label set, which is
the desired output part of our MIML representation, acts like
the user-item matrix, our MIML solution models the events
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as bags in addition. Therefore, the multi-instance multi-label
representation can capturemore feature information. Second,
matrix completion-based recommendation is substantially a
transductive filling procedure. However, in our task, the play-
ers change constantly. In particular, there are new players
joining in game continually. Recommendation system deals
with the problem of users increasing with cold start tech-
niques. Our MIML style approach, however, is an integrated
solution which can directly predict the purchase intentions
for unseen new players.

However, the invariant factor of similar user preferences,
i.e., similar users will intent to purchase similar props, is still
reasonable in our situation. Therefore, sparse assumptions
can be made on the multi-label predictors. Without any loss
of generality, we can suppose the set of multiple labels of
all bags be denoted as Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yN }, Y ∈ R

l×N . In
low-rank matrix completion, researchers usually devote to
solving the following problem as:

argmin
F

rank(F)

s.t. Fi, j = yi j ,

where F is a complete low-rank matrix and Fi, j is the
(i, j)-entry for F. The constraints indicate the consistencies
between Fi, j and the known purchase behavior of player i on
prop j . The rank(·) is an operator for matrix rank calculation,
and can be used to induce low-rank solution for F. With the
completed sparse matrixF, the recommendation systems can
push advertisements to existing players {i}, i = 1, 2, . . . , N ,
yet can neither make use of the information from the events
of players nor give recommendations to the new players. In
our base solution, we essentially treat the F as constituted
by prediction values from a group of generalizable functions
described in Eq. 2. As a result, for those known players, we
have Fi, j = f j (Xi ), while for the new players, Eq. 2will also
give reasonable predictions. Then, by incorporating with the
idea of sparse learning [26], we can enforce the linear coef-
ficients in Eq. 2, i.e., w j,l j , to be sparse rather than directly
regularize the prediction values f j (Xi ), and present a second
variant solution Sp-MIML.

It is further notable that, in Sp-MIML, W0 should not
be considered as a sparse/low-rank matrix. Since we have
assumed W0 be a mapping matrix from the original feature
space to the multi-label shared feature space for predicting
every props, W0 should concentrate the information of all
the predictors and the bags, therefore, should be reasonably
configured as a “non-sparse” matrix.

In Sp-MIML, we only need to modify the update rules of
Eq. 7 in base solution to the following Eq. 10 by appending
with a proximal operator [22] to obtain the sparse solutions
for the linear coefficients w j,l j of each relevant prop j as

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code for We/Sp-MIML training
Require: training bags, γt , Dv (for We-MIML) or η (for Sp-MIML),

initialized W0 and ws, set t = 0;
1: while Stop criterion doesn’t meet do
2: Randomly sample a bag Xi uniformly and one of its labels j

according to Dv (for We-MIML) or uniformly (for Sp-MIML);
3: Obtain the most relevant instance x j of label j through

argmaxx j∈X,l j f j (x);

4: for Each k ∈ Ȳi do
5: if The irrelevant label k is a violated label then
6: Update Wt+1

0 according to Eq. 6;
Update wt+1

j,l j
according to Eq. 7 (for We-MIML)

or Eq. 10 (for Sp-MIML);

Update wt+1
k,lk

according to Eq. 8;

7: Normalize Wt+1
0 , wt+1

j,l j
, and wt+1

k,lk
, respectively;

t = t + 1;
8: Break;
9: end if
10: end for
11: end while
12: return Wt+1

0 , wt+1
j,l j

and wt+1
k,lk

.

wt+1
j,l j

= proxη

(
wt

j,l j − ηvt+1
)

, (10)

where

vt+1=∇L(Xi , yi j , yik)wt
j,l j

−∇L(Xi , yi j , yik)w̃ j,l j
+∇Fw̃ j,l j

,

and

∇Fw̃ j,l j
= 1

m

m∑

i=1

∇L(Xi , yi j , yik)w̃ j,l j
. (11)

Here, ∇L(Xi , yi j , yik)wt
j,l j

is the stochastic gradient of the

ranking error function L(Xi , yi j , yik) at wt
j,l j

, and Eq. 11
defines the mini-batch gradient of a m size window. w̃ j,l j
is the estimation of the optimal w∗

j,l j
after every periodical

mini-batch. The L1 proximal operator defined on vector w is
as follows:

proxη(w) = sign(w)max(abs(w) − η, 0).

It is notable that in the Sp-MIML, the coefficients of irrel-
evant props should not be restricted to be sparse during the
training stage, since the un-purchased props are not provided
with the property of sparsity.

Co-training style solution: Co-MIML

The first two solutions make assumptions not only on the
cause of concept variation but also on either class priors or
sparseness. By noting that the fact of one player not buy-
ing prop j does not indicate his disinterest in prop j , we
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can also assume that the un-purchased props should be unla-
beled rather than negative labeled, i.e., the irrelevant labels
in our MIML learner are substantially unlabeled instead of
“irrelevant”. Then, the whole virtual props recommendation
problem can be casted into a weak label problem [19].

Inspired by weak label learning and semi-supervised
learning, it comes up with a third solution for concept
variant problem in game props recommendation task, i.e.,
Co-MIML with co-training techniques. Co-training [6] is a
representative paradigm of disagreement-based methods in
semi-supervised learning. Co-training first learns a separate
classifier for each base learner using labeled examples. The
most confident predictions of each on the unlabeled data are
then used to iteratively construct additional labeled training
data for the opposite learner. Co-training can be beneficial
if the labels are limited in semi-supervised scenario. In Co-
MIML, the base learner is the MIMLFast, and there are two
base learners involved.

In general, Co-training requires two independent and suf-
ficient [6] feature sets (called views), yet for single view data
sets, view splitting and training data splitting can be used for
generating two classifiers, so as to achieve the performance
improvements with co-training style learners.

In our recommendation task, there is only one group of
features for all instances, thus we simply split the training
data into two parts with bootstrap, namely {Xd1,Y

0
d1

} and

{Xd2 ,Y
0
d2

}, and then train the base MIML learner on these

two parts and obtain the f 0d1 and f 0d2 , respectively. After

that we employ f 0d1 and f 0d2 to label the un-purchased props

for each player, i.e., predict the zero elements in Y0
d1

and

Y0
d2
. Then, we treat the union of the original positive labels

and additional positive predictions which are with high con-
fidences as pseudo labels Y1

d1
and Y1

d2
. We consequently

re-train the base MIML learners on two parts of the training
data, i.e., {Xd1,Y

1
d1

} and {Xd2 ,Y
1
d2

}, respectively. We repeat
the procedure for iterations and denote the learner after t iter-
ations as f td1 and f td2 . When achieving the given maximum
iteration times T , the intersection of the binary prediction
value of f Td1 and f Td2 is used for decision.

We summarize the We-MIML/Sp-MIML approach in
Algorithm 1 and the Co-MIML approach in Algorithm 2.
The We/Sp-MIML is illustrated together, since they share
a large portion of operations, and the differences between
We/Sp-MIML in Algorithm 1 are marked with underlines. It
is notable that Algorithm 2, i.e., Co-MIML, can be trained
with unseen new players (with full unlabeled y) as well. To
achieve this, we can simply set the multi-labels of the new
players to zeros, and append them into the training set.Hence,
Co-MIML is a semi-supervised version solution, and in our
experiments, we compare all methods in a semi-supervised
scenario.

Algorithm 2 Pseudo code for Co-MIML Training
Require: training bags X together with the partially annotated multi-

labels Y, max-iteration times T ;
1: Sample two different training sets

{Xd1 ,Y
0
d1

} and {Xd2 ,Y
0
d2

} via Bootstrap;
2: Train two base MIML classifiers f 0d1 and f 0d2 with {Xd1 ,Y

0
d1

} /

{Xd2 ,Y
0
d2

}, respectively;
3: for iter= 0 to T − 1 do
4: Predict Yiter+1,∗

d1
(0/1 binary prediction) for Xiter

d1
with f iterd1

(Xd1 ),

and sample a subset Yiter+1
d1

with the highest confidence in

Yiter+1,∗
d1

;

5: Yiter+1
d1

= Y0
d1

∪ Yiter+1
d1

;

6: Predict Yiter+1,∗
d2

(0/1 binary prediction) for Xiter
d2

with f iterd2
(Xd2 ),

and sample a subset Yiter+1
d2

with the highest confidence in

Yiter+1,∗
d2

;

7: Yiter+1
d2

= Y0
d2

∪ Yiter+1
d2

;

8: Re-train the base MIML learner f iter+1
d1

and f iter+1
d2

on

{Xd1 ,Y
iter+1
d1

} / {Xd2 ,Y
iter+1
d2

}, respectively;
9: end for
10: return f Td1 , f Td2 .

Experiments and assessments on real games

Our empirical investigations are composed of four parts:
(1) we compare the classification performance of the three
variational MIML solutions with the base solution on six
typical benchmark data sets [11]; (2) we then directly apply
the three variational MIML solutions to three real opera-
tional data sets from a phone game corporation in Jiangsu,
China. Comparisons of classification performance are made
with state-of-the-art MIML methods; (3) we claim that our
solutions are able to handle the problems derived from com-
plicated dependency on context, long-distance intervention,
props priority-role dependency, and concept variation, and
can be used for props recommendation; therefore, we exten-
sively compared our solutions with a series of state-of-the-art
recommendation approaches; (4) we radically changed the
recommendation systems of that commercial company with
our solution in Dec. 2014, after that real assessments were
carried out, and statistical reports on the real operational data
validate that our solution has increased the profit margins of
the company.

Classification on benchmark data sets

Our proposed We/Sp/Co-MIML solutions are categorized as
multi-instance multi-label learning methods, thus the effec-
tiveness of these solutions should be first tested on MIML
benchmark data sets. The detailed characteristics of the six
benchmark data sets are summarized in Table 2, all data sets
are as same as [11].
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We split each data into ten parts without overlap and then
choose nine of ten as training bags, while the remain one
acts as the test set. Note that Co-MIML can be performed
in a semi-supervised scenario; therefore, we use only 67%

Table 2 Data summarization

Data name # Cls. # Bags # Lab./Bag # Ins./Bag

Letter Frost 26 144 3.6 3.9

Letter Carroll 26 166 3.9 4.3

MSRA-v2 23 591 2.5 3

Reuters 7 2000 1.2 3.6

Bird song 13 548 2.1 18.7

Scene 5 2000 1.2 9

#Cls number of classes, # Lab./Bag number of labels per bag, # Ins./Bag
number of instances per bag

of the training data as labeled data and the remaining 33%
are unlabeled data. Co-MIML are trained with both label
and unlabeled data, while other compared methods are only
trained with labeled bags which at least possess one label.

For the base MIML learner, i.e., MIMLfast, the step size
is γt = γ0/(1+μγ0t) according to [20]. The parameters are
selected by threefold CV on labeled training data with regard
to ranking loss. Parameter candidates are as same as that in
[11]. The parameter configurations for our variational solu-
tions are the same to that of MIMLfast, while the maximum
co-training iteration is set to 5 for Co-MIML, the maxi-
mum iterations for SGD is fixed at 10. The sparse parameter
η for Sp-MIML simply equals 10−5. Since the effectiveness
and efficiency of MIMLfast have been validated on these six
benchmark data sets in literatures; therefore, we only com-

Table 3 Comparing our three variational solutions with MIMLfast (mean±SD) on the benchmark data sets

Data and methods Hamming loss ↓ One error ↓ Coverage ↓ Ranking loss ↓ Avg. precision ↑
Letter Carroll

MIMLFast 0.194±0.011 0.237±0.047 0.444±0.030 0.179±0.012 0.624±0.030

We-MIML 0.135±0.012 0.150±0.060 0.389±0.026 0.133±0.010 0.708±0.024

Sp-MIML 0.179±0.014 0.148±0.060 0.416±0.033 0.149±0.018 0.685±0.037

Co-MIML 0.132±0.006 0.148±0.049 0.378±0.030 0.133±0.016 0.706±0.028

Letter Frost

MIMLFast 0.171±0.012 0.247±0.042 0.456±0.040 0.192±0.020 0.612±0.034

We-MIML 0.135±0.015 0.213±0.051 0.414±0.048 0.166±0.029 0.647±0.041

Sp-MIML 0.156±0.018 0.210±0.066 0.429±0.028 0.173±0.019 0.645±0.037

Co-MIML 0.123±0.012 0.199±0.040 0.386±0.041 0.149±0.017 0.673±0.035

MSRC v2

MIMLFast 0.177±0.007 0.371±0.022 0.302±0.015 0.157±0.010 0.611±0.016

We-MIML 0.130±0.016 0.368±0.048 0.333±0.025 0.179±0.020 0.595±0.028

Sp-MIML 0.167±0.024 0.367±0.031 0.303±0.022 0.153±0.013 0.609±0.023

Co-MIML 0.127±0.006 0.366±0.018 0.294±0.019 0.151±0.007 0.616±0.018

Reuters

MIMLFast 0.033±0.005 0.058±0.007 0.037±0.005 0.018±0.005 0.965±0.005

We-MIML 0.036±0.004 0.062±0.011 0.040±0.004 0.020±0.004 0.960±0.006

Sp-MIML 0.031±0.004 0.058±0.009 0.039±0.004 0.019±0.004 0.957±0.005

Co-MIML 0.030±0.009 0.055±0.006 0.038±0.010 0.018±0.002 0.965±0.007

Bird Song

MIMLFast 0.138±0.010 0.111±0.015 0.194±0.011 0.066±0.006 0.869±0.017

We-MIML 0.111±0.021 0.081±0.024 0.185±0.029 0.060±0.018 0.882±0.028

Sp-MIML 0.124±0.020 0.104±0.028 0.171±0.015 0.054±0.011 0.880±0.022

Co-MIML 0.103±0.007 0.068±0.012 0.155±0.010 0.040±0.004 0.914±0.022

Scene

MIMLFast 0.199±0.008 0.379±0.024 0.219±0.012 0.206±0.013 0.753±0.012

We-MIML 0.191±0.015 0.361±0.035 0.211±0.016 0.196±0.017 0.764±0.019

Sp-MIML 0.195±0.009 0.372±0.024 0.215±0.012 0.201±0.010 0.757±0.012

Co-MIML 0.185±0.007 0.338±0.022 0.199±0.008 0.181±0.011 0.780±0.009

The best performance is marked with bold on every data sets. ↑ (↓) Indicates that the larger (smaller) the evaluation value is, the better the
performances are
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pared our three variational solutions with MIMLfast rather
than all state-of-the-arts approaches on these benchmarks.

The performances are evaluated with five commonly used
MIML criteria, i.e., Hamming Loss, One Error, Coverage,
Ranking Loss, and Average Precision [27]. For the first four
criteria, the smaller the better, while for Avg. Precision, the
larger the better. Experiments are repeated for 30 times, the
mean values and SD of all criteria are recorded in Table 3.
From Table 3, it can be clearly found that Co-MIML is sig-
nificantly better than MIMLfast on most data set (except
for Reuters) with five evaluation criteria at significance level
95%, while We/Sp-MIML is better than MIMLfast on most
data sets, except for on MSRA-v2 and Reuters.

Classification on real operational data

The real operational data for phone games can bewith proper-
ties much different to that of benchmark data. Therefore, we
test our solutions to the state-of-the-art MIML approaches,
i.e., MIMLSVM [27] and MIMLfast, on the real operational

Table 4 Data summarization

Game name # Cls. # Bags # Lab./Bag # Ins./Bag

Three Kingdoms 23 15,000 2.1 22.4

Rock Em Blocks 19 15,000 2.5 17.6

Parkour 11 15,000 1.7 10.5

#Cls number of classes, # Lab./Bag number of labels per bag, # Ins./Bag
number of instances per bag

data. These data sets are extracted from the event log records
of three different smart phone games, i.e., Three Kingdoms,
Rock Em Blocks, and Parkour. We randomly pick up 15,000
players from the log records, each player is represented as a
bag. Since the number of all events related to each player is
extremely large, we only retain the latest events of the same
type for a player, i.e., for Three Kingdoms, there are 336,000
instances in all (22.4 instances per player in average); for
Rock Em Blocks, 264,000 instances in all (17.6 instances per
player); and for Parkour, 157,500 instances (10.5 instances
per player). The detailed characteristics of the operational
data are listed in Table 4. All parameters for MIMLfast and
our solutions are set as the same configurations as that in the
benchmark experiments. Parameters of MIMLSVM are also
selected with threefold CV.

Experiments are repeated for 30 times, the average value
and SD of all five MIML evaluation criteria are recorded
in Table 5. Table 5 clearly reveals that We/Sp/Co-MIML is
significantly better than MIMLfast on all data set with four
evaluation criteria, i.e., Hamming Loss, One Error, Ranking
Loss, and Avg. Precision, at significance level 95%. While
on Rock Em Blocks, MIMLFast is superiors to We-MIML
and Co-MIML on Coverage; on Parkour, MIMLFast out-
performs We-MIML measured by Coverage. In general, our
three variational solutions perform better on these real oper-
ational data of phone games. This is primarily because these
data sets are with the nature of props priority-role depen-
dency and concept variation, and then the assumptions made

Table 5 Comparing our solutions with state-of-the-art MIML approaches (mean±SD) on the real operational data from a commercial company

Games and methods Hamming loss ↓ One error ↓ Coverage ↓ Ranking loss ↓ Avg. precision ↑
Three Kingdoms

MIMLSVM 0.133±0.016 0.245±0.054 0.221±0.024 0.050±0.015 0.762±0.032

MIMLFast 0.072±0.012 0.089±0.043 0.144±0.015 0.021±0.006 0.918±0.032

We-MIML 0.062±0.008 0.062±0.037 0.132±0.011 0.017±0.005 0.957±0.017

Sp-MIML 0.060±0.008 0.059±0.035 0.136±0.010 0.020±0.005 0.944±0.020

Co-MIML 0.059±0.011 0.056±0.033 0.133±0.011 0.018±0.004 0.954±0.019

Rock Em Blocks

MIMLSVM 0.154±0.029 0.387±0.065 0.173±0.025 0.102±0.025 0.702±0.027

MIMLFast 0.111±0.016 0.198±0.043 0.093±0.011 0.066±0.013 0.869±0.017

We-MIML 0.091±0.024 0.172±0.049 0.098±0.023 0.061±0.017 0.885±0.022

Sp-MIML 0.095±0.015 0.164±0.068 0.084±0.012 0.056±0.011 0.884±0.024

Co-MIML 0.097±0.011 0.157±0.041 0.104±0.015 0.050±0.013 0.886±0.019

Parkour

MIMLSVM 0.223±0.037 0.552±0.047 0.392±0.025 0.217±0.023 0.446±0.037

MIMLFast 0.160±0.029 0.439±0.043 0.298±0.022 0.179±0.025 0.551±0.031

We-MIML 0.159±0.034 0.415±0.032 0.320±0.016 0.144±0.016 0.577±0.029

Sp-MIML 0.155±0.027 0.390±0.038 0.296±0.020 0.158±0.010 0.602±0.038

Co-MIML 0.145±0.029 0.384±0.039 0.284±0.021 0.144±0.022 0.609±0.024

The best performance is marked with bold on every data sets. ↑ (↓) Indicates that the larger (smaller) the evaluation value is, the better the
performances are
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Table 6 Top-k precision values (mean±SD) of compared approaches

Games and methods Top-1 Top-2 Top-3 Top-4 Top-5

Three Kingdoms

Group A

Random 0.051±0.004 0.052±0.003 0.052±0.003 0.051±0.002 0.051±0.002

Popular 0.301±0.009 0.275±0.006 0.241±0.003 0.214±0.002 0.191±0.001

User-CF 0.623±0.010 0.422±0.007 0.302±0.003 0.215±0.002 0.205±0.002

Item-CF 0.705±0.008 0.522±0.006 0.410±0.003 0.338±0.002 0.287±0.002

SVD++ 0.487±0.007 0.382±0.007 0.303±0.005 0.253±0.003 0.222±0.002

LFM 0.902±0.015 0.882±0.013 0.817±0.009 0.713±0.005 0.617±0.003

Group B

MIMLSVM 0.755±0.035 0.745±0.036 0.703±0.038 0.628±0.033 0.550±0.032

MIMLFast 0.911±0.030 0.870±0.030 0.810±0.033 0.715±0.030 0.615±0.028

We-MIML 0.938±0.034 0.888±0.028 0.824±0.033 0.743±0.029 0.633±0.024

Sp-MIML 0.941±0.028 0.877±0.029 0.820±0.038 0.722±0.034 0.615±0.031

Co-MIML 0.944±0.027 0.896±0.033 0.822±0.026 0.727±0.026 0.630±0.030

Rock Em Blocks

Group A

Random 0.056±0.005 0.055±0.001 0.056±0.002 0.056±0.002 0.057±0.002

Popular 0.372±0.009 0.325±0.005 0.260±0.002 0.224±0.003 0.188±0.001

User-CF 0.393±0.011 0.257±0.004 0.200±0.003 0.167±0.002 0.144±0.001

Item-CF 0.373±0.007 0.241±0.004 0.188±0.003 0.158±0.003 0.137±0.002

SVD++ 0.460±0.008 0.370±0.006 0.213±0.004 0.168±0.002 0.138±0.001

LFM 0.513±0.017 0.404±0.007 0.333±0.005 0.254±0.003 0.201±0.002

Group B

MIMLSVM 0.613±0.038 0.553±0.024 0.437±0.015 0.339±0.014 0.241±0.008

MIMLFast 0.802±0.033 0.694±0.019 0.471±0.015 0.366±0.011 0.300±0.009

We-MIML 0.828±0.036 0.722±0.021 0.528±0.015 0.402±0.010 0.353±0.008

Sp-MIML 0.836±0.032 0.714±0.019 0.505±0.014 0.372±0.011 0.312±0.010

Co-MIML 0.843±0.030 0.723±0.018 0.512±0.016 0.393±0.012 0.323±0.009

Parkour

Group A

Random 0.103±0.006 0.103±0.004 0.102±0.001 0.102±0.001 0.102±0.001

Popular 0.395±0.014 0.235±0.004 0.183±0.003 0.171±0.001 0.127±0.001

User-CF 0.253±0.016 0.184±0.007 0.147±0.003 0.133±0.001 0.122±0.002

Item-CF 0.277±0.014 0.201±0.005 0.164±0.001 0.144±0.001 0.128±0.001

SVD++ 0.366±0.012 0.246±0.005 0.173±0.002 0.138±0.002 0.116±0.001

LFM 0.436±0.025 0.247±0.012 0.178±0.005 0.166±0.004 0.126±0.002

Group B

MIMLSVM 0.448±0.055 0.247±0.029 0.174±0.019 0.137±0.013 0.114±0.012

MIMLFast 0.561±0.047 0.294±0.027 0.211±0.018 0.158±0.012 0.126±0.012

We-MIML 0.585±0.050 0.321±0.026 0.244±0.017 0.210±0.012 0.152±0.010

Sp-MIML 0.610±0.046 0.310±0.026 0.223±0.018 0.168±0.012 0.132±0.011

Co-MIML 0.616±0.048 0.338±0.022 0.240±0.016 0.195±0.012 0.138±0.012
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Table 6 continued

Games and methods Top-1 Top-2 Top-3 Top-4 Top-5

The counts that MIML style methods are superior/inferior to all/any of Group A recommendation methods

MIMLSVM vs. other methods in Group A 2/1 2/1 1/2 1/2 1/2

MIMLFast vs. other methods in Group A 3/0 2/1 2/1 2/1 1/2

We-MIML vs. other methods in Group A 3/0 3/0 3/0 3/0 3/0

Sp-MIML vs. other methods in Group A 3/0 2/1 3/0 2/1 2/1

Co-MIML vs. other methods in Group A 3/0 3/0 3/0 3/0 3/0

The best performance are bolded. The counts that each MIML style method in Group B is superior/inferior to all/any of Group A recommendation
approaches are listed separately in the bottom of the table (a Group B method outperforming all Group A methods makes superior counts +1).
Different superior/inferior count pairs are with bolditalic and italic values of table cell

Fig. 3 Precision–recall plots of
compared methods on offline
data
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Random
Popular
User-CF
Item-CF
SVD++
LFM
MIMLSVM
MIMLFast
We-MIML
Sp-MIML
Co-MIML

by our solutions are satisfied on these data sets. In general,
Co-MIMLoutperformsWe/Sp-MIML in Table 5, whichmay
be mainly caused by the limitations of labeled instances pro-
vided by the game scenarios.

Recommendation back test on offline data

Since our solutions will eventually be applied to recom-
mendation, we conduct the main empirical investigations
on the recommendation back tests, and compare our solu-
tions with a series of recommendation approaches, including
Random, Most-Popular (denoted as Popular in following
text for short), User-CF [2], Item-CF [8], SVD++ [13], and
LFM [17]. MIMLSVM [27] and MIMLFast [11] are also

compared and listed. The offline data are the log records,
which are consistent with Sect. 3.2 from the same game cor-
poration.

In particular, Random and Popular are two baseline
approaches. Random picks up the props randomly accord-
ing to the uniform distribution without replacement, i.e., it
chooses the first recommendation with 1

l in the whole props
set, the second recommendation with 1

l−1 in the remains and
so on. Popular first rank all the props in descending order on
the entire props purchase logs, and recommends stationary
props to all players. User-CF and Item-CF invoke the cosine
similarity (cossim) to measure the similarities among play-
ers or props, and we regularize the similarity by multiply
the cossim by a variable relying on time, i.e., the similarities
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used for CF recommendation are defined as 1
1+|ti j−t0| cossim.

Here, ti j is the timestamp for player i buying prop j , and t0
is the timestamp when the event log starts to record. Both
SVD++ and LFM perform on the user-item purchase activi-
ties matrix. Parameters of our solutions are as same as that in
Sect. 3.2. Other parameter configurations are kept identical
to the default in literatures.

Top-k precision is a frequently used evaluation criterion
in recommendation systems [18], we consequently record
the precision values (mean ± SD) in Table 6 among the
Top-k (k = 1, 2, . . . , 5) recommendations. For facilitating
the discussion, we denote the conventional recommendation
methods, i.e., Random, Popular, User-CF, Item-CF, SVD++,
and LFM, as Group A andMIML style methods as Group B.
The counts that eachGroupBmethod is better than all among
the Group A approaches, and the counts that each Group B
method is worse than any of the Group A methods, are listed
as well. Table 6 clearly reveals the MIML style methods is
superior than other recommendation methods on most situ-
ations. Moreover, We/Co-MIML is better than MIMLSVM
andMIMLFast, and always outperformGroup Amethods on
the offline data. t test at significance level 95% indicates that
Co-MIML wins the all Group A methods on these data sets.
Note that it is often the Top-1 and Top-2 precision values
which are the most practical indicator of a recommendation
system, thus We/Co-MIML are the most competitive. These
phenomena occurs simply because compared with MIML-
Fast, We-MIML considers the class prior; inspired by the
matrix completion techniques, Co-MIML takes the property
of sparseness on linearly coefficients W0 into consideration;
and Co-MIML fully makes use of the information provided
by the unlabeled data, i.e., these assumptions and designs in
We/Sp/Co-MIML meet the natures of data in Sect. 3.2, and
consequently yield the superior performances.

To extensively reveal the recommendation capability of
We/Sp/Co-MIML, we record the precision-recall values on
all props for all compared methods in Fig. 3. Figure 3 fin-
gers out that our three variational solutions perform the best
among all approaches, i.e., the precision-recall curves of
We/Sp/Co-MIML always lie on the top-right corner of each
plots. The training time costs are also recorded in Table 7,
and it reveals that Co-MIML is faster than SVD++, LFM,
andMIMLSVM.While Sp-MIML is the fastest among these
sevenmethods, i.e., SVD++, LFM,MIMLSVM,MIMLFast,
We/Sp/Co-MIML, and finally, the Sp-MIML reaches a good
compromise between effectiveness and efficiencies.

Real assessments online

Recommendation systems are designed for delivering the
commercial values, thus after the comprehensive back tests
on offline data, we eventually apply a slight minor modifi-

Table 7 Comparison of training time costs (in seconds)

Three Kingdoms Rock Em Blocks Parkour

SVD++ 695.4 492.3 340.3

LFM 421.1 300.3 207.7

MIMLSVM 606.1 410.6 157.9

MIMLFast 137.2 95.5 33.6

We-MIML 691.2 563.2 412.8

Sp-MIML 136.6 92.8 33.1

Co-MIML 412.6 285.5 99.8

Table 8 Statistics and influences on revenue benefits before/after
applying the MIML recommendation system

#A. P. #Rcomd. #Order

Oct. (without MIML solution) 55,735 231,848 37,939

Nov. (without MIML solution) 64,639 269,176 44,017

Dec. (with MIML solution) 75,436 341,483 54,265

Growth rates (Oct. → Nov.) 15.98% 16.10% 16.02%

Growth rates (Nov. → Dec.) 16.70% 26.86% 23.28%

Bold values clearly indicate the growth rate of orders increased from
16.02% to 23.28% while the rate of recommendations raises to 26.86%
#A. P. number of active players, #Rcomd. number of recommendations,
#Order number of purchases closely following the recommendation

cation of our three variational solutions to that phone game
company from Jiangsu Province, China.1

It is notable that in the second half of 2014, we have
noticed that the phone game “three kingdoms” operated by
the company steps through the expansionphase into the stable
phase, i.e., the number of players does not change drastically.
Therefore, it creates a relatively reasonable environment for
comparing the recommendation systems constituted from
different approaches, LFM, and our system is tested then.
For the We-MIML related part in our system, the time win-
dows length is configured as 1month, i.e., the distribution of
v j is approximated according to the class frequencies in last
month.

In Table 8, we recorded the number of active players, the
pop-ups of payment confirmations (the recommendations),
and purchase activities closely following the pop-ups in
Oct./Nov./Dec.2014, on the phone game “Three Kingdoms”.
The Growth Rates on three indicators are also calculated
and listed in Table 8, from which we can clearly find that the
growth rate of orders is increased significantly (from 16.02%
to 23.28%) even when the rate of recommendations raise
from 16.10% to 26.86%, i.e., the absolute quantity of pur-
chase has been improved to large extents after applying our
recommendation solutions. After accounting, our solution
brings 5.70% profit margin growth (measured by Average

1 Reviewers are aware of that theminormodification containing but not
confining to parameters settings, combination strategies of the proposed
We/Sp/Co-MIML solutions, etc., is commercial secrets which cannot
be exposed now.
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Revenue Per Player, ARPP). The online A/B test compar-
ing with the famous LFM is also performed in sandbox. The
conversion efficiency, i.e., #Order

#Rcomds. , of ourmethods is 3.99%,
which is better than LFM: 3.20%.

Conclusion

In this paper, we systematically analyze the specific natures
of game props recommendation for the first time, and
attribute the problems into four aspects: the complicated
dependencies on contexts, long-distance interventions, props
priority-role dependencies, and concept variations. We deal
with game prop recommendation under the multi-instance
multi-label learning framework directly against the com-
plicated dependencies and long-distance interventions, and
minimize the ranking error to meet the requirements of the
props priority-role dependencies.

To address concept variations, we proposed three variants
ofMIMLapproaches, i.e.,We/Sp/Co-MIML,which consider
the class prior weighting, sparse prediction, and co-training
factors in MIML framework, respectively, for the first time.
Experiments on benchmark and real operational data show
the superior classification performance ofWe/Sp/Co-MIML,
while the back tests and real online assessments reveal the
effectiveness of our proposed methods on recommendation.
In particular, the real online assessments have presented com-
mercial values of MIML style methods and improved prof-
itability of a game corporation. Our empirical investigations
have successfully shown in commercial applications, such as
game props recommendations, the natures of data, and appli-
cation conform to the basic framework of MIML, and the
additional assumptions made in We/Sp/Co-MIML variants.

Our practice on game props recommendation reflects the
enormous potential of the multi-instance multi-label learn-
ing framework in commercial applications. Most business
decisions are made after full considerations on various of
dependencies, and MIML learning framework focuses on
the implicit dependencies between complicated inputs and
structural outputs, which can be, therefore, applied in such
applications.

In future, we will keep on improving the MIML learning
techniques on the ability of dealing with large-scale data,
efficiency, parallel implementations, etc., and promote the
effectiveness for expanding the applicability of MIML in
other applications.
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